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Fabric-First Approach
(QUITE INTERESTING)

A ROUTE TO
ZERO CARBON

INSULATION
ATION FFA
ACTS
By QI (Quantum Insulation Ltd)

Compliance & Accreditation, do they mattter?
ter?

By Simon Storer, Chief Executive of the
Insulation Manufacturers Association (IMA)

Iff you listened to, or read, the closing statements off Richard Millett QC, leading
counsel to the Grenfell Tower Inquiryy,, in the week off 13th September 2021, you’d
be in no doubt about the answer to that question. “Truly a case off donkeys led by
GRQNH\VŐLVKRZKHGHVFULEHGOHDGFRQWUDFWRU5\GRQWKHƓUPRIDUFKLWHFWV6WXGLR
E and specialist cladding contractorr,, Harley Facades.

he UK government has set the world’s most

T

Whilst the focus off his comments relates to the façade cladding, the detail off what
he talkkss about relates to every element off the design and construction process,
and the products used within it. Whatever we build in construction, whether
new build or refurbishment, commercial or domestic, there are regulations to be
complied with, standards to guide us and accreditations to support demonstration
off compliance.

ambitious climate change target into law
with its sixth carbon budget, that compels
the UK to reduce greenhouse gas emissions by
78% by 2035, compared to 1990 levels. This will
limit the amount of greenhouse gases emitted
over a five-year period up to 2037, taking the UK
more than three quarters of the way to reaching
net zero carbon by 2050. These challenging

and natural ventilation.
Concentrating on delivering a fabric-first solution is generally considered
more sustainable than relying on energy saving technologies, or
renewable energy strategies, as these latter solutions can be expensive,
have a high embodied energy or not be utilised suitably by the occupants.

targets will now need a comprehensive
programme of activity, coupled to the necessary
legislative, financial and practicable frameworks
to ensure these commitments are realised in line
with legal requirements.
To play its part, the construction sector is
examining ways in which buildings can be more
energy-efficient and outlining the measures that
must to be taken to meet decarbonisation targets
efficiently. Our recent publication, Insulation for
Sustainability, produced by specialist low-carbon
consultancy XCO2 for IMA, explains how a welldesigned, fully insulated building fabric is a key
measure which will make a significant
contribution to reducing heat loss, improving
energy consumption and cutting carbon
emissions from buildings.
This ‘fabric-first’ approach to energy efficiency
places the emphasis on the optimisation and
performance of the elemental components and
materials that form the building as well as
passive design strategies, before designating
mechanical and/or active systems. This means
achieving a high performance building envelope
through thermally efficient PIR insulation,
improved detailing and the maximisation of
airtightness, prior to introducing more expensive
renewables.
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This is apparent when considering fabric enhancements are the most
common retrofitting technique implemented in existing properties
(including improvements to insulation and glazing efficiency).

“Ultimately, the ‘fabric-first’ approach will
remain the most direct route to achieving the
net zero target”

Infrared thermovision image demonstrating the fabric performance of different buildings.

The key to the success of the fabricfirst approach is optimising build
quality to ensure that the asbuilt performance matches the
design performance. To ensure
that buildings do not suffer
with a performance gap it is
essential that regulations call for
robust assurance regimes, incentives for
better buildings and penalties for those that do
not perform as predicted.
The Passivhaus Trust report indicates that it is
the quality control assurance process of a
Passivhaus that ensures that what is designed is
built, meaning that Passivhaus buildings do not

suffer from a performance gap.

Built-in sustainability
Fabric-first is essentially a ‘fit
and forget’ solution that
homeowners or occupiers will
appreciate without even realising
it, as the energy efficiency is built
into the building fabric for the life of the
building.
Methods for reducing the need for energy
consumption via a fabric-first approach include:
enhanced insulation with low thermal
conductivity, improved thermal bridging detailing,
maximising airtightness, optimising solar gain

Furthermore, the inclusion of a high-performance thermal building
envelope reduces the final energy demand to be provided by low
carbon/renewable systems, resulting in a reduced dependence on such
technologies and improved overall resilience.

Application of low-carbon strategies
Suitable for anyone looking to learn about the application of low-carbon
strategies through a fabric-first approach, Insulation for Sustainability
highlights the issues associated with energy demand and the way
enhanced insulation strategies play a crucial role in the built environment
to help the UK meet its exacting targets.
Ultimately, the ‘fabric-first’ approach will remain the most direct route to
achieving the net zero target, as well as compliance with the energy
performance requirements of Building Regulations. When a structure is
built correctly in the first place it will continue to perform as intended for
many years to come.
You can download the Insulation for Sustainability white paper from the
IMA’s website:

Before moving on Dear Reader, another question – did you know that anything
written on a green background in the Building Regulations is LAW? Compliance
with these requirements isn’t optional, it has the same place in life as any criminal
offfence,
fence, from speeding, to thefft,t, to murder. Fail to meet these requirements and
you face the risk of prosecution. The reason for this is that the Building Regulations
focus is on the prevention off loss off life.
Everything else; Codes, Rules, Standards and Guidelines, all hang from these
5HJXODWRU\ UHTXLUHPHQWV DQG DUH WKHUH WR DVVLVW LQ ƓQGLQJ ZD\V WR SURYLGH
compliance with the Regulations.
British Standards provide guidance on meeting the requirements off the
Building Regulations, and following their guidance is recommended within
the Building Regulations as it demonstrates best practice has been adopted,
and the Building Regulations will point you in the direction of the relevant
British Standards.
Trade Associations also produce guidance that is recognised as contributing
to complying with the Building Regulations. This is because Government
recognises that it cannot keep up with innovations/change in the market or be
experts in every nuance of construction products. Government therefore looks
IRULQGXVWU\H[SHUWVWRFROODERUDWHDQGSURGXFHLQGXVWU\VSHFLƓFJXLGDQFHLQ
WKHIRUPRI&RGHRI%HVW3UDFWLFH'HVLJQ*XLGHV6SHFLƓHUV*XLGHVHWF
)RU PDQXIDFWXUHUV WKLUG SDUW\ DFFUHGLWDWLRQV VXFK DV %%$ &HUWLƓFDWLRQ
are a relatively simple method off demonstrating that a product or system
is compliant
p
with the Buildingg Regulations.
g
Theyy also make it simple
p for
architects and designers to ensure that relevant expertise is applied to meetingg
the requirements off the application, hence the huge demand increase for
or
FHUWLƓFDWLRQSRVWWKH+DFNLWWUHSRUW
One last question: do you have a copy off the relevant Building Regulations for
or
URRƓQJ":LWKRXWWKHP\RXDUHOHDYLQJ\RXUVHOIDQG\RXUEXVLQHVVH[SRVHGř
36 WKH PDLQ RQHV \RX QHHG DUH 3DUW % ƓUH VDIHW\\ 3DUW . SURWHFWLRQ IURP IIDDOOLQJ
collision and impact, Part L Conservation off fuel and power and Part M access tto
and use off buildings. YYou
ou can get them free at https://www.gov.uk/government/t/
collections/approved-documents

Next month’’ss QI by QI – ViP’’s,
s, what are
re they and arree they all
ll
the same?

Contact the IMA
www.insulationmanufacturers.org.uk
@IMA_Org
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